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1     Reason for Report

1.1 This report is to provide an update to Members on the progress of the Eden Local Plan 2014-
2032 as it progresses towards its final Major Modifications consultation stage, prior to 
adoption. 

1.2 The availability of an up-to-date local plan is an essential element of Eden District’s statutory 
function as planning authority. Paragraph 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF), states that ’planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be 
determined in accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.’  The current development plan comprises several documents including the existing 
Core Strategy, Housing Supplementary Planning Document (and other SPDs), saved policies 
from the 1996 Eden Local Plan and the Upper Eden Neighbourhood Development Plan

2 The Importance of a 5 Year land Supply

2.1 Currently, Eden district has a shortage of development land with planning permission and can 
only provide a 3.3 year housing land supply, which comprises land allocated for development 
and areas of land with planning permission as last calculated in April 2016.  The situation has 
improved slightly with the recent approval of planning permissions at Carleton Heights (500 
houses), Salkeld Road (98 houses) and Raiselands (230).  

2.2 In the absence of a 5 year land supply, Para 49 of the NPPF confirms that ‘Relevant policies 
for the supply of housing should not be considered up to date if the local planning authority 
cannot demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites.’ Accordingly para 14 of the 
NPPF confirms ‘…for decision takers this means…..where the development plan is ….out of 
date….granting permission unless….any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the framework 
taken as a whole.’ This effectively lowers the bar of acceptability in favour of an otherwise 
sustainable development and reduces the control over where the Panning Authority can look 
to resist development, particularly in the villages and hamlets as well as the market towns.

3 The emerging Eden Local Plan

3.1 The local planning authority started work on the preparation of a new local plan in 2013 and 
following a public enquiry in May 2016 and a series of hearings in September 2016, were 
required to undertake the following: 

 Increase the housing requirement provided on an annual basis from 200 dwellings per 
annum to 242 dwellings per annum.

 Reduce the number of Key Hubs (formerly Local Service Centres within the Core Strategy) 
from 42 to 12.



 Allocate sites within the Key hubs to demonstrate that the Key hubs can accommodate the  
required numbers of housing

3.2 These significant changes to the scale and form of development across Eden were the subject 
of an interim consultation between the 13 March to the 10 April and resulted in a further set of 
public hearings commencing 2 May 2017. At the beginning of June officers have responded to 
a sequence of requests for further information by the Inspector which emerged during the 
hearings.  The response is hoped to address any final requirements to ensure that the council 
is progressing a ‘sound’ plan and comprises:

 confirmation that the local plan will provide for 6.5 years of deliverable housing land supply 
sites

 a final draft of the Major Modifications to the respective policies to ensure that the plan is 
considered sound

 a revised distribution strategy for housing across Eden 

 a series of revised allocations in respect of the four market towns (Penrith, Alston, Appleby 
and Kirby Stephen) 

 the inclusion of an additional key hub, increasing the number of key hubs from 12 to 13. 

4 Final stages of the local plan

4.1 Providing that the submission is sufficient for the Inspector to find the plan ‘sound’ we would 
look to commence the Major Modifications consultation which is the final stage the plan prior to 
adoption. Subject to confirmation from the inspector we hope to commence this stage mid-
June and will run for a period of six weeks, involving a full public consultation process with the 
public, parish and town councils, statutory consultees and those members of the public who 
have confirmed an interest in the plan, some 1,760 consultees total. Based on a 
commencement date the consultation will run to the end of July.

4.2 In addition we have prepared a series of minor modifications which revolve around rewording 
of issues, addressing typographical errors and simple updates, which do not affect the 
direction or soundness of the plan and which do not need to be part of a consultation process. 
This is simply to prepare the plan for publication.

4.3 At the beginning of August we will collate responses to the Major Modifications consultation 
process and provide the inspector with a ‘Consultation Statement’ looking to address any 
outstanding issues. 

4.4 At the end of August we would hope that the inspector is in a position to confirm the Local Plan 
sound. If it is the case that a new fundamental issue has arisen, the Inspector may require a 
further hearing, which could delay the process seriously.

4.5 As soon as the inspector confirms that the local plan sound, it can be reported to the Council 
for adoption. It is at this stage that the plan is prepared in its final form and prepared for final 
publication both on the WEB and as a hardcopy. 

5 When can we start using the local plan in decision-making?

5.1 At this time the Eden Local Plan is a material consideration in decision-making, but as it has 
not been through a formal consultation process and achieved a level of support and 
agreement, it can only be given minimal weight. As a consequence, paragraphs 49 and 14 of 
the NPPF apply, which ‘for decision making … means where the development plan is out of 



date … granting permission unless….any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably to the outweigh the benefits….’ 

5.2 The local plan will gain weight as objections to the soundness of the policies are addressed 
and the more advanced the plan is towards adoption, such as following the completion of this 
imminent Major Modifications consultation stage and providing no outstanding fundamental 
objections to a particular policy have emerged. However, even after the Major Modifications 
consultation Stage, housing applications will where appropriate, still need to be considered in 
the light of the lack of a 5 year housing land supply.   Clearly, when the plan is adopted, it 
becomes the local plan which as  NPPF para 2 states ‘Planning law requires that applications 
for planning permission must be determined in accordance with the development plan, unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise.’  

5.3 Currently the progress of the local plan is quite fluid and will be the subject of change until it 
goes out to the Major Modifications consultation and possibly again following the consultation 
process at the end of July. If you have any queries regarding the most up-to-date situation of 
the local plan or how it impacts on your particular area, please do not hesitate to contact either 
myself or any of the other members of the policy team at loc.plan@eden.gov.uk  
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